CULTURAL DEPOT
FREEPORT HELSINKI

A cultural depot for Helsinki?
Concept focus:
A development of a new cultural typology as an alternative to the classical museum
function in the South Harbor area in Helsinki.

Abstract:
During my stay in Finland in 2012, I discovered the South Harbor area in Helsinki.
I still remember standing on the deck of one of the huge cruise ships examining the
waterfront and thinking to myself that the port area is a great and unique place in
the heart of the city. And at the same I thought to myself: what a waste of potential.
A big part of the waterfront area is just parking lots or bonded areas with not much
access to the public. At this point I did not yet know about the important cultural
and historical role of the South Harbor area for Helsinki. It has been, and it still is, a
gathering place for goods and people.
In 2014, still remembering my journey, I started to write my diploma thesis
at the Technical University of Graz about the South Harbor area. The more I read
about the South Harbor and in general about urban waterfronts and their identities,
the more I realized that if you want to give the South Harbor a new, additional
function, you need to work with its history.
Identity in an urban context means images and feelings that come to mind
if you think of a place or a building. These images and feelings are driven by the
experiences that you’ve had, stories that you’ve heard, pictures that you’ve seen –
by the history that you’ve learned.
While studying the identity of the South Harbor I came to a conclusion that I
want to use the typology of the old storage buildings that were there from the very
beginning and which are the representing typology of ports all around the world. It
seemed to me that the old Kanava Terminal site – with its history – would be the
perfect location for a transformation inside the port area.
The vision was to create a warehouse for cultural goods as an end
destination or interstation of their journey, but also a place where people can see,
show, produce, study, treat and sell art. The range of goods stored and shown there
can vary from photographs, paintings and furniture to postage stamps, shoes and
wine – and everything in between.
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By doing some research I found a typology that happens to be common in bonded
port areas: a Freeport. Freeports are located all around the world and they have
become more and more popular during the last few years. They are used as temporary
tax-free storages for different goods. The dubious point is, that in times of financial
crisis and recession, wealthy people and investors started to use the freeports as a
safe and anonymous place to store valuable art collections or any kind of cultural
goods, without paying any taxes for storing, buying or selling those goods. This
means that a big part of art around the world is not on public display but hidden in
storages.
I found the topic disturbing and interesting at the same time and that is why I
wanted to find a way to change the concept of a freeport from an anonymous storage
facility into a building that uses its potential as a magnet for art collectors but also
puts the art back on display for public, where it belongs. This could happen in such
ways as public auctions, sales and art exhibitions.
My proposal is to build a cultural depot in the South Harbor that combines
the positive aspects of the freeport typology. The target is to develop a structure
where people who are interested in art and people who are experts in that field can
interact. The cultural depot is not only a storage but also a versatile art gallery with
a regular change of the objects displayed and an open space for cultural activities.
It serves as a place where private collectors can store their goods the best possible
way in a secure environment, but it also serves as a place where their pieces are on
public display. By agreeing to the public display of their collection, the storing could
be free of charge.
It would also give the collectors an opportunity to become curators of
their own collection and establish collaborations with other collectors. It would be
a place where anyone could get a proper value esteem, restoration, photographs
and preservation of their art items. But most importantly, the cultural depot is a
place where diverse cultural goods that could have only stayed in the depths of dark
storages are put on a display and seen by the public. Art belongs to the people.
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01_new development at Kanava terminal site
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02_remodeling the site - defining spaces for new functions
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03_placement of shear walls (8 cores) as a load-bearing structure
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04_primary structure rests on the shear walls
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05_secondary structure is the base for the floors and installations
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06_the facade forms itself naturally through the structure
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primary structure
The primary structure of the building works
through 11m high shear walls to generate huge
column-free spaces in the whole building. The
intersections of these walls form the cores and
atriums.

secondary structure

storage space
The dark center of the building contains the
storage rooms for the cultural goods, providing the best conditions (temperature, light,
humidity, security).

Between these shear walls is the raster that bears
the floors and the installations - the secondary
structure. It also symbolizes the storage nature of
the building. The storage spaces have a more
dense raster to enable higher forces on the structure. You can see the raster from every part of the
building.

exhibition & trading ring
The outer “ring” of the structure is the public area
for exhibitions and sales of cultural goods. The
structure just offers the space and the curators can
adapt it to the requirements of the exhibitions.

repetitive facade
There is no “back” or “front” of the building. The
visual statement is that it is a container for goods
that rests in a secure height above the street level
and it enables people to have a glimpse of the
exhibitions from the outside.
The layering of the concrete facade with the
horizontal lines is a reference to the promenade
and the different water-levels.

covered outside area
The exhibition space which has an
overhang of around 10 m generates a
covered place underneath the building
directly at the waterfront. It is a public
space from where you can see into the
basement and the activities that are
happenin inside.

open basement - “cultural playground”
Although there are a lot of functions, the basement
is one big space, the ceiling connects all the zones
visually. The topography of the floor defines the
space. The delivery and treatment zone is a lot
lower than the public zone which enables sights for
the visitors into the handling processes of the
cultural goods.
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free view at street level
Because the building rests on the 8 cores,
the whole groundfloor zone is free of
functions and enables an open view
through the building to the sea, its islands
and the harbor area across.
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DESIGN PROPOSAL

entrance facade & main entrance stairs for the public
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elevation south-west

section a-a
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view from the street level
easy access to the building - main entrance into the building through the stairs on the right
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1 main entrance stairs
2 promenade
3 cafe / restaurant

4 parking
5 vehicle access - delivery
6 emergency exits + entrance
for disabled visitors
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basement floor - auditorium
auctions / seminars / performances
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Info / tickets
office
garderobe / lockers
security
staircase / elevator
cafe / bar / catering
sanitary facilities
“cultural playground” (exhibition, events,
workshops...)
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auction / seminar
technical space
workshop
delivery
packaging
unloading
ramp
elevator
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storage space for cultural goods in the core of the building
accessible to the public (exhibitions, study)
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exhibition / sale
atrium
storage - paintings
storage - technical goods (cars, machines...)
storage - furniture
sanitary
storage / showroom / study room
hoist - goods elevator
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first floor - exhibition / sales space
entrance to the storage spaces & cores
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exhibition / sale
atrium
storage - metal goods
storage - photography, graphics, films
restauration
sanitary
storage / showroom
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hoist - goods elevator
reception
valuer
administration
photostudio
security lock
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view from the water
repetitive facade enables sight into the exhibition spaces
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